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0 - What is a BridgeBrigader?

All these characters are part of a society called the BridgeBrigade, or just the Brigaders.
So what is a Brigader?

A Brigader is someone who fights against Chaos or for Order, or both! Their main enemy is the
ChaosKing of the time, and any ChaosLords the CK may release onto a world.

Their abilities include, but are not limited to:
-Moving between universes
-Moving between timelines in a universe
-Cross dimensional communication
-Cross universal communication
-All forms of scientists
-Magic that is understood
-Use of slight mind control
-Creating illusions around themselves and others
-Creating clothes, gear, and food
-Shapeshifting (most use only one form per universe unless necessary)
-Creating portals

They will generally avoid:
-Weaker forms of Chaos
-Stealing without notification of the subject
-Being unpredictable



1 - LuminousLynx

Brigade Name: LuminousLynx
Real Name: Lauren
Homeworld: Unknown Earth
Short Name: Lumi
Age: 14
Element: None (revealed later as Unity)

Personality: Lumi is the leader, so she has some responsiblity. She puts up a very weak front, but is only
hiding her strength of will. She likes to see others benefit, but only if they deserve it or if she really cares
for them. Very smart, and a little proud of it. Nervous in new situations and fears the unknown and
heights.

Favorites:
Guitar, cats, her family, her friends, Sighting

Regular Roles:
Leader, Protector, Summoner, Healer

Avatar: 

http://tektek.org/avatar/24832651


2 - Chat1

LL: What should I draw? I’m tired with today’s mission. What to do, what to do?

(Bugs brother: “No. I’m playing 150cc Mirror Mode.”)

LL: OnyxOcelot? You there?

OO: Yes

LL: I need a new monologue.

OO: Why do I care?

LL: … Just do it.

[Now leaving |A|: KittyWht]

[Now entering |C|: KittyWht]

LL: So, what to talk about…?

OO: go away

LL: No

OO: Leave

LL: No

OO: WHAT DO YOU WANT?

LL: I just said, a monologue.

OO: … Fine.

LL: yay!

OO: … Go away.

LL: agh! @?~!>

OO: XD



LL: Just give me some words!

OO: I just did…

LL: (reviewing chat room page) hm, you’re right.

OO: Duh.

LL: I hate you.

OO: (obviously quoting a previous statement) I know. That’s just the way I like it.

MUAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA!

[Now leaving |C|: KittyWht]

{System will now shut down.}



2 - Chat2

OO: What’s an egg?

LL: Uh…You don’t know?

OO: What part of “giant metal robot” do you not understand?

LL: Well…Eggs come from chickens.

OO: Okay…Then where do the chickens come from?

LL: The eggs…

OO: Then where do the eggs come from?

LL: I get the feeling that this is going to be a VERY long weekend. *rubs forehead*



2 - Chat4

LL: So what do you think of the story so far, Onyx?

OO: I can’t believe you actual write that crap…

LL: You’re right. Of course, the only other option is to draw it…

OO: OH GOSH! Never do that.

LL: So stick with writing it?

OO: I guess. But seriously, what is the point of this?

LL: Fill time up over summer. Mom’s bound to have taken the Scrying Tool by then.

OO: She still thinks that it’s a VG system?

LL: According to her (and the rest of the world), it is.

OO: If only they knew…

LL: Either that or it breaks down by then. Nintendo has a habit of faulting, especially with cheating
devices.

OO: I’m guessing your brother took your DS and used the AR on it, so it’s malfunctioning.

LL: You know my brother and video games.

OO: No, just boys in general and video games.

LL: :) It’s great having you back Onyx.

OO: You’ll change your mind in a little while. >:)



2 - Chat3

LL: So, I’ve finally gone from “fankid” to stalker…

OO: And you are proud of this because…?

LL: Well, it’s a lot more fun than watching “Across the Universe”.

OO: That movie needed car chases or Bond.

LL: My dad agrees with you.

OO: I mean, seriously, that is SUCH a CHICK FLICK.

LL: And you don’t get chick flicks. Robots aren’t very good with emotions.

OO: Well, no…It is just a really bad movie.



2 - OnyxOcelot

Real Name: BlackGear (as of given a life force)
Homeworld: Transformers (Unrequested Autobot Spy (aka, she's in the Decepticons but anonymously
supplies information to the Autobots))
Brigader Name: OnyxOcelot
Short Name: Onyx
Age: 18
Element: Darkness

Personality: Quiet and manipulative, Onyx is often sent to worlds where a subtle touch of Order at a time
is the best method to increase it without suspicion. She also has a habit of staying up on nights of the full
moon...
She is the second in command of Lumi's group of Brigaders.

Favorites:
Darkness, her daggers, her sisters, darkly toned music, quiet

Regular Roles:
Weapons master, leader, secret agent, black mage, black knight

http://tektek.org/avatar/24842687


2 - Chat5

Thom: Hey, what’s up sis?

LL: Not much. Tinkering with my bots. *Onyx is lying unconscious on a table*

Thom: Really? Looks like you’re taking out her memory processor.

LL: You know this stuff?

Thom: Well, someone had to figure out what was wrong with my computer. Or buy me a new one, but
mis padres won’t get it.

LL: Mainly because you play games on it.

Thom: Still haven’t figured out how to bypass that. Other than the Wii.

LL: Wanna help me?

Thom: Nah, too lazy. Besides, school’s starting in five minutes.

LL: I work fast. *flips on a switch on a different table*

OO: Ugh…what happened.

LL: Next time I say I’m in the bathroom, DON’T GO BARGING IN!

OO: …Thanks for erasing that memory.

Thom: Okay then…*walks out the door*

LL: *shrugging* Boys.

OO: Doesn’t school start in five minutes?

LL: Hmm? Oh, no. There’s a heat wave. School’s closed.

OO: So why didn’t you tell him.

LL: Meh, he deserves it for using an Action Replay.

OO: So…wanna go blow up stuff?

LL: As sure as sunrise. *opens portal in front of DS*



OO: This is gonna be fun. Now where’s the sugar…



3 - TawnyTiger

Real Name: Tanya (if given a life force)
Homeworld: Pokeworld (Flareon)
Brigader Name: TawnyTiger
Short Name: Tawny (see the pattern yet?)
Age: 10
Element: Fire

Personality: Energetic and bubbly, Tawny is almost the exact opposite of Onyx. She is a very good
socially, and loves to play games. However, she will fight if threatened, and takes her work seriously
enough.

Favorites: Campfires, fashion, her friends and associates, anything cute

Regular Roles:
Fighter, pyromancer, social adept, optimist, party cheer

http://tektek.org/avatar/24853981


4 - PurplePanther

Real Name: Gamble (as of given a life force)
Homeworld: New Megaman world (Battle Network/Star Force)
Short Name: Purp or Purple
Age: 12
Element: Water/Poison

Personality: Purple is lazy, and takes a lot of vacations. In return, she knows many methods of torture
and poison, even inventing new methods of torture and brewing new poisons. She's a party girl, but not
a wild party girl. An expert in diplomacy, she would also make a really good lawyer.

Favorites: Inventing new poisons, sneaking into homes and banks, and not being bored

Regular Roles:
Assassin, ninja, diplomat, pirate, butt end of jokes

http://tektek.org/avatar/24854539


5 - BronzeBobcat

Real Name: ???
Homeworld: ???
Brigader Name: BronzeBobcat
Short Name: Bronze
Age: 16
Element: Earth/Nature

Personality: Bronze is quite serious, and a little shy. He's funny when he is confident and specializes in
finding antidotes to Purple's poisons. He does not like illnesses, and is really strict about treating a
patient.

Favorites: Health, bronzework, growing plants, quiet conversation

Regular Roles:
Medic, runner, digger

http://tektek.org/avatar/24854214


6 - MalachiteMargay

Real Name: Not created
Homeworld: None
Brigader Name: MalachiteMargay
Short Name: Mally
Age: Not needed
Element: None

Personality: Quiet, obedient. The perfect servant.

Favorites: the color green

Regular Roles:
Emergency use only!

{Thus ends my bios. I may get more or may edit them. Hopefully, I'll get a story up at sometime. For
now, I'll post some chats with Onyx from early planning stages.}
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